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1. MISSION: Access and describe Uri Geller.

2. VIEWER TASKING: Access and describe the personality in the target envelope.

3. COMMENTS: No inclemencies noted. A Summary of Information is attached to this report.

4. EVALUATION:  

5. SEARCH EVALUATION:
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Target is a male person. He has short, dark hair that sticks out a little in the front. He has a long nose and is in his 40's. He is an entertainer, makes me think of Bob Hope and Elvis Presley. He is married and has two children. His wife has straight, light color hair, down to the middle of her back. He lives in a busy city; many people and many cars. He likes to eat pasta. I get the impression that he is an American.
URI GELLER. Age: 42.
Job: Lecturer, inventor, consultant who uses psychic skills to explore for minerals and oil.
On skeptics: "I don't care what those shmucks think. I'm a millionaire."
Hobby: Bending spoons for the likes of Senator Claiborne Pell, left.
Best claimed feat: Found gold in Amazon for Japanese firm.